
Analysis of Instructional Environments 
Task Force 
Saturday, January 20, 2007 
4 pm – 6 pm 
Seattle Hyatt-Tolmie 
 
Members Present:  Beth Woodard, Chair, Terry Taylor, Stephanie Michel, Barb Mann 
Guests present: Vivien-Elizabeth Zazzua, Dawn Stephen, Deborah Bernard 
 
The guests were informed that the agenda for this meeting was to review the comments 
from the IS Executive Committee and to make editorial changes and assignments for 
work after this conference.  The guests chose to review the document that will be sent to 
them after the conference. 
 
Summary of comments with answers: 
 
I.  Overall structure of the document. 
 a.  the document will be available as one pdf file OR as an html page, the table of 
contents with introduction, with links to download the individual sections as word 
documents. 
 b.  formatting and margins will be checked. 
 
II.  Editing suggestions: 
  
1. In the introduction, second paragraph, it says "instructional coordinators," but other 
parts of the document use the term "instruction coordinator." Changed 
 
2. Checklist for Programmatic Approaches  
   - Under C: Strategic Planning "Does your institution engage in strategic planning for 
information literacy?"  The "s" in strategic planning is blue. Changed 
   - Under J: Outreach "Are outreach activities are the responsibility of all members of the 
institution, not simply the librarians?" has an extra "are". Changed 
 
3. Checklist for Learner Characteristics  
   - The columns Number and Average are a bit confusing.  So, would I fill in that I have 
535 first-year students, with an average age of 18?  Average doesn't really seem to fit so 
well, with the categories B through E.  Should these be Number and Percentage of Total 
Population like the other categories? YES The section International Students seems like it 
needs space to record the specific "Countries of origin" and "Religious or Ethnic 
Customs/Observances," like in the Languages section. We will insert lines here. 
  - Under Personal/Social Characteristics, section A. Expectations, what is CERP in the 
example? This should be CIRP= Cooperative Institutional Research Program, which does 
a Freshman Survey http://www.gseis.ucla.edu/her/freshman.html 
4. Statistics section.  What does "Currently part of the instruction program" mean?  Is this 
a repeat course versus a new course? Frequency in the instruction program (New; 
Continuing; Intermittent) 



 
5. Curriculum Mapping and Research-based courses in Academic Disciplines documents-
-could the filled in portion of the documents be part of the web page as an example, 
leaving the Word document blank, like the other checklists?  And put the instruction for 
completing the forms on the form itself (like in the campus environmental scanning 
document.   We will put one standard statement in the Word version.  Also, we will add a 
statement that this section is filled in with examples.  Please delete before filling in with 
your own information, or something like that. 
 
6. Marco-level environmental scanning  
   - First sentence: "Renfro and Morrison (1984, p. 49) suggest that emerging issues in the 
outside world have had greater impact on organization’s future than internal factors." 
 insert "an" in front of "organization's"   Changed 
   - Fourth sentence: "The state of the economy suggests that financing of libraries will 
keep place with inflation at best, and will lag behind inflation or result in actual cuts in 
many places."  change "place" to "pace". Changed 
   - Last sentence first paragraph needs a period. Changed 
   - Second paragraph, the URLs should be linked from the names of the groups, instead 
of using See:...  Why are there two URLs for American Library Association’s Federal 
Library Legislative and Advocacy Network? These are two separate URLs. 
 
7. Bibliography  
   - Donnelly entry, space in "learning l ibrary" in title Changed 
   - Orr entry, space in "University ," in abstract Abstract deleted 
   - Ratteray entry, lots of extra spaces Changed 
   - Thompson entry--delete number of references since none of the others includes? 
Changed 
   - Environmental scan--ACRL information has odd line spacing (extra <p> tags).  If 
publication is available online, a link should be provided. Changed 
   - Albright entry, extra </p><p> tags at "impact" and "negative"  
   - Choo entry, extra </p><p> tags  
   - Renfro entry, no abstract? Abstracts deleted 
    - 10 core external e nvironmental trends  entry, extra space in "environmental" 
Changed 
     - Association of Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology of Ontario entry, e 
nvironmentalscan . has extra spaces and probably should follow the capitalization in the 
abstract-- EnvironmentalScan   Changed 
      - All entries with cited date have extra space within brackets. (only in html version) 
      - Teaching Methods  1st entry, uses <h3> instead of <p> and doesn't have correct 
closing bracket.  Second entry also has wrong closing bracket.  
      - Learner's section: lacks <p> tags between entries  
      - Lambrecht entry, link is not the entire URL  
      - Ladwig entry, nonprofIt (capital I)   Abstracts deleted 
       Shoaf entry, "University ." space before period  Abstracts deleted 
      - National Surveys and Studies section--many entries have extra spaces between < > 
and URL, causing odd breaking.  



       - Association of American Colleges and Universities entry, Liberaleducation needs 
space  
      - Beloit College entry, space before period "Beloit College ."  abstract? Abstract 
deleted 
      - Boyer Commission entry, space before period "Boyer Commission on Educating 
Undergraduates in the Research University ." abstract for either entry? Abstracts deleted 
      - Community College Survey of Student Engagement entry, abstract? Abstracts 
deleted 
      - Levine entry, abstract? Abstracts deleted 
      - National Research Council entry, abstract?  Abstracts deleted  
      - National Survey of Student Engagement entry, abstract? Abstracts deleted 
      - New Media Consortium entry, l in literacy not italicized   Changed 
      - OCLC entry, need space in title between OCLC and white paper Changed 
 
8. Appendix  
   - In paragraph, "New England Association of Schools, and Colleges; " has extra comma 
after Schools. Changed 
   - New England Association heading,   replace colon with "and" or put each commission 
on a separate line? Include URL for CTCI http://www.neasc.org/ctci/ctci.htm (degree 
granting institutions follow the CHIE standards, but the CTCI includes the standard for 
non-degree granting institutions)  Changed 
    
9. Relating to clarifying for users the relationship of  
each document connected to the main project, and to documents mentioned within those 
documents.  
 
For the "Checklist for Programmatic Approaches"  
 
- The title of the  "Checklist for Programmatic Approaches" should appear at the top of 
the word document itself.  Changed 
 
- An introductory sentence indicating the connection of this Checklist to the AIE 
document along with an "available at http...." statement would be useful for anyone who 
had the Checklist in hand (I am imagining a scenario where someone had  
received a printed copy or had printed it out weeks earlier and needed to quickly discover 
or refresh its source & context).  Suggested text:  "This document is a component of the 
ACRL Instruction Sections Analysis of Instructional Environments publication (available 
at  
<http://www.library.uiuc.edu/training/aie/IS_AIE.html>)."  
Done 
 
- Within the  "Checklist for Programmatic Approaches" there are references to the 
"Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education" and "Objectives for 
Information Literacy Instruction".  Although the link to the "Information Literacy 
Competency Standards for Higher Education" is given on the AIE main document, it is 
possible that someone will have this document handed to them by a  

https://ms1.express.cites.uiuc.edu/cgi-bin/fetch.cgi?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.neasc.org%2Fctci%2Fctci.htm
https://ms1.express.cites.uiuc.edu/cgi-bin/fetch.cgi?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.library.uiuc.edu%2Ftraining%2Faie%2FIS_AIE.html


supervisor and will have to find those Standards and Objectives in order to complete the 
document, so I recommend supplying that information on the face of this form by adding 
(available at http...) statements for each.  
 
For the "Checklist for Learner Characteristics"  
 
-  The title on the document is "Constituencies / Learner Characteristics" which does not 
match the link text:  "Checklist for Programmatic Approaches"  
-  It's relationship to the AIE project should be made clear on its face with a brief 
statement and same text with link (such as I suggested above) to the AIE location.  
 
"Curriculum Mapping" - "Research Based Courses" - "Methods of Instruction" - 
"Environmental Scanning"  
 
-  These four are all titled to match their links from the AIE main document.  
-  Add a statement on the face of each document linking it to the AIE project  
with same text with link (such as I suggested above).  
 
- There are some spacing and font discrepancies that need to be cleaned up on this 
bibliography. For instance:  
 
- The abstract for the first entry under "Environmental Scans" is double spaced.  
 
- The second and fourth entries in "Environmental Scans" have spacing problems in the 
abstracts.  
 
- In the "Instruction Section Documents" section the "Teaching Methods..." entry is in a 
much larger, bold font than the rest of the entries.  
 
- In the "Learners" section the entries are apparently not separated with hard returns.  
 
-  As with the other linked documents, it would be useful to have a note connecting this 
bibliography with the AIE Project including an "available at http..." statement.  
 
 
III. 
 
Assignments: 
Barb—Curriculum Examination 
Stephanie—Environmental Scans (Note: need ACRL’s environmental scan URL) 
Terry-Instruction Section Documents (Note:  update Cited dates) 
Terry—Learners (Same as above) 
Beth—Management 
Barb—Mission 
Terry—National Surveys and Studies (Note:  update Cited dates) 
Beth—Appendix (Note:  update Cited dates) 



 
We agreed to make changes by February 28, 2007.   
 
We agreed that we’d like to publish in C&RL News instead of the IS Newsletter.  Since 
the content was already approved, we hope that IS Exec only needs to approve the venue 
change. 
We need to ask Lisa as our IS Exec liaison about the process to get on the website. 
 
 
Beth Woodard


